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Introduction
In April 2020, representatives from the
Management Committee and staff from the
Bellarine Learning and Living Centre (BLLC) met
with Rose Ott to discuss the purpose of the
Community Engagement Project and the role for
a Project Officer.
The discussion was guided by the Community
Engagement Plan that was developed by Leonie
Saundry for the BLLC.

The document provided a useful process to
use for the project as it outlined steps for the
Committee of Management and Manager, the
Project Worker and volunteers.
Rose Ott agreed to take the role as the Project
Worker for the 70 hours of paid work that would
be needed to complete the project by end of
October 2020.

The Community Engagement Project
aims to:
● Develop a better understanding of
what the Whittington community
wants from the BLLC as its
Neighbourhood Centre;
● Ensure transparency, accessibility
and inclusiveness in determining this
information;
● Report on co-designed and coproduced activities to be introduced
in the BLLC in 2021; and

Rose Ott: BLLC Project Worker

● Increase a sense of community
ownership and engagement with the
BLLC.
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Part One
Methodology and Implementation
During May 2020 the Project Worker
commenced initial introductions with staff and
volunteers who work at the food bank which
operates every Wednesday. The volunteers
were able to provide strategies to connect with
community members and gave good insights
into the comings and goings and ways people
have used the centre since changes have
been introduced under the new management
structure.

The range of tasks to be delegated to volunteers
included:

The four main methods used to gather data for
the Community Engagement Project include:
•

Consultation with Government and Service
Provider Stakeholders;

•

Consultations with BLLC Community
Members and Volunteers;

•

Face to face surveys with participants of
BLLC programs including youth;

•

Face to face surveys with local residents; and

•

Online Survey.

BLLC also requested three scenarios with
stories of the circumstances of individuals
and families who connect with BLLC. Their
feedback about what help is most relevant to
them will inform recommendations for the future
(Appendix 5).
The volunteers were to become a valuable part
of the project to encourage BLLC constituents to
learn about community engagement. A training
day was scheduled for them in the early stages
facilitated by the Project Worker using BLLC
protocols and current policies e.g. Privacy and
Confidentiality Policies.
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•

Providing input to the development of the
questionnaires, flyers and processes for the
roll out of the project;

•

Approaching community members to
complete surveys and identifying potential
participants to provide feedback regarding
their experience at BLLC;

•

Distributing flyers and surveys;

•

Face to face interviews with participants of
BLLC programs;

•

Face to face interviews with local residents at
Newcomb Shopping Mall;

•

Introducing the Project Worker to parents
on pick up time at the Whittington Primary
School;

•

Promoting the Survey Monkey using their
community networks e.g. church groups,
school council etc.

A Gantt chart was developed with scheduled
activities that would track progress and
timelines for the project to be completed by
November 2020 (Appendix 3).
At the beginning of May 2020, the impact of the
restrictions due to COVID19 were becoming a
major concern for the completion of the project.
The Gantt Chart was revised with some activities
postponed until September and October 2020.
A flyer was developed to promote the BLLC
Community Engagement Project which included
opportunity for participants to be in the draw to
win an ALDI shopping voucher (Appendix 6).
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Part Two
Results of Stakeholder Consultations
By the end of August 2020, the Project Worker
had met with 7 key stakeholders from both
government and community organisations
(Appendix 1).
The early stakeholder meetings were useful as
they provided other relevant contacts who could
make comments on their relationship with BLLC.
The suggestion to concentrate on face to face
discussions rather than paper-based surveys
was put forward as this method proved better
results in previous community consultations
conducted by the Whittington Primary School.
The school representatives discussed other
strategies they have used working with the 17
enrolled students from Aboriginal and Torres
Strait (ATSI) backgrounds and several families
from Africa.
During the stakeholder consultations almost all
of the representatives commended the BLLC
for conducting the Community Engagement
Project as previously there had been limited
consultation and strategies to gain feedback
from the community.
There were a few comments about the old BLLC
members being “stuck in their ways” and the
need for old and new users to be guided by a
strong organizational culture.

There was a perception that community
members needed to understand the purpose
of community engagement and what the
expectations are for organisations to involve the
community in the planning of programs based
on local needs.
The stakeholders felt it was timely for BLLC
to use resources for this now, following the
considerable work that has been done to
strengthen the governance and make the
system more sustainable.
They noted that BLLC has a stronger community
development focus and a new benchmark has
been set with community engagement practices
included in the Strategic Plan 2021.
The stakeholders from educational facilities said
the programs that support Whittington parents
to continue learning communication, literacy and
building family capacity were regarded as good
insurance for positive learning outcomes.
Providing information and encouraging parents
to know and access relevant resources when
needed is the strength- based approach that
has been adopted by most family support
agencies.
This is a significant shift in the sector that relies
on local agencies to work together and cross
pollinate ideas and responses to local needs.

“Timing is right for the change –
people are ready to embrace change,
change the reputation about what
BLLC does.”
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Part Two
Results of Stakeholder Consultations
One representative advised that BLLC has
opportunities to collaborate with other agencies
to extend their reach of services but not all
potential partnerships would be a good match.
Before these negotiations take place BLLC
should explore what activities they do best and
to be clear about their potential to work with
other services. It was also noted they need to be
realistic and seek resources to do it well.
The type of volunteers they recruit will need
to be suited for new roles and activities and
provided with strong leadership and mentoring.

“The new committee are aware it’s a
long process and lots of challenges
and they need to bring them along with
new users. It’s like they are building
a new house or putting the house in
order for visitors.”
Representatives from other family support
agencies who work in the area provided
feedback to the Stakeholder Questionnaire.

When Child Protection is involved there
is a significant distrust of services. They
recommended more outreach type activities,
particularly for disadvantaged youth, to facilitate
community connections.

“I think building trust by providing
practical support is the hook to assist
with community engagement.”
Comments from stakeholders regarding the
youth programs indicated that the young BLLC
participants like having their own space to be
creative and shape their own local identity.
The programs are an important way for them to
aim for goals and achieve a better standard of
living.
Two government representatives commented
on the physical environment and how the
building aesthetics effects the morale. One
person said “people can’t feel proud when there
are older buildings that need a face lift.”

They were not familiar with BLLC supports and
services and said the name does not provide
indication of the target group or what the
organisation does.
They commented that most of the families they
work with have experienced intergenerational
trauma and poverty.
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Part Three
Findings from Community Consultations
Survey Monkey
There were 17 responses from the online
Survey Monkey that was conducted for 4 weeks
starting in August 2020.
8 respondents said they attended activities
at BLLC, mostly to access the food security
programs including lunches.
There were 9 responses who said they had not
visited the centre and there were no negative
reasons provided however people did not know
what was offered on the program and how
often.
The Survey Monkey results show that social
contact is one of the main benefits for people
involved in BLLC activities.
The informal, friendly approach of the workers
is highly valued and BLLC is regarded as a place
where people can get information and advice on
individual and general community issues.

The Survey Monkey responses did not provide a
lot of detail to the question “Who are the people
who most need support from BLLC?”
The data from the 2016 Census shows that the
population of Whittington is 3,879 people with 78
individuals identifying as Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander (ATSI) background.
There were 418 people who were born overseas
and 151 households with members who do not
speak English.
Many Whittington residents experience
economic disadvantage with the median weekly
average being almost half of the income of
residents in Victoria (GROW – OUR COMMUNITY
SNAPSHOT: WHITTINGTON).
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The difficulty of making ends meet is ongoing
and overwhelming for many families, single
parents and pensioners, all highly represented in
this demographic.
Responders to all the surveys in the project said
this group are the most in need from BLLC.
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Part Three
Findings from Community Consultations
Face to Face and Telephone
Conversations
18 people were interviewed during face to face
conversations.
The Project Worker and one volunteer met with
parents at the Whittington Primary School gate
and local shops.
The gender breakdown in this group was 12
female and 6 males. There were 3 families
where grandparents have full-time care of their
grandchildren.
The Project Worker also visited the BLLC on
five Wednesdays when the foodbank was open
during the COVID-19 restrictions.
Some general observations were made
during conversations with participants as they
collected supplies from the front door.
All of the attendees on those days spoke English
and only 2 families were recognised as people
from ATSI or ethnic background.
One parent who disclosed his family are
refugees from Sri Lanka commented how
useful the foodbank has been and that the
workers made it easy to select from a range of
items including hygiene products for his two
daughters.
The list of BLLC members was provided to the
Project Worker with contacts details for people
who agreed to participate and answer survey
questions.
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There were 5 people from the members list who
declined to participate in the telephone survey.
These are possibly some of the people that have
concerns about the changes initiated by the new
management team at the centre.
There was 1 male and 17 females from the
members list who commented via telephone
with the majority of women over 50 who attend
craft and dancing classes.
At least 5 people said they had been going to
the centre for 20 years and they have bonded
as friends who enjoy weekends away and other
gatherings outside the centre.
The 18 members gave some positive responses
when asked about the changes that have
happened at the centre over the past 2 years.
Most comments were regarding the new system
for the foodbank and it was described as an
easy way for people to pick up a parcel with
a variety of food. Previously people felt they
were only able to take the left- over items after
a select group of regulars were given priority
before the foodbank was opened to the public.
A number of people made comments about the
friendly and non- judgmental attitude of workers
and volunteers at the BLLC foodbank compared
with other services they have used.
2 people made comments that at times the
quality of the fruit and vegetables had been very
bad but this has changed over the past year and
they felt that their feedback was acknowledged
respectfully.
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Part Three
Findings from Community Consultations
The food security program has been a big factor
in the recovery for some people who have long
term health conditions including mental health.

The data from the telephone survey and face to
face conversations also revealed there were few
negative comments received about workers.
The BLLC workers and volunteers are highly
regarded particularly by young single parents
who enjoy casual interactions and share advice
and information.
People from a range of ages and life
experience have commented that these casual
conversations have helped them to build
confidence and motivation to participate in
other activities.
The location of BLLC next to the school gate is
easy access for parents to meet and enjoy a
coffee after their school drop off.

“I eat 3 meals a day, cook fresh veges
– helps my recovery. Now I’m less
stressed ‘cause I know I am not going
to starve.”
The woman who provided the above comments
is like many people who responded about how
regular contact with BLLC has improved the
quality of life for her and her daughter.
She had recently resumed study for a Master’s
degree and was more optimistic about future
work prospects.
The conversation with her took place before the
impact of the pandemic changed the lifestyle
and individual circumstances particularly for
single parents in 2020.
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Other people who use the walkway like to drop
in to see what is happening at BLLC and having
a cuppa with other locals is an important way to
feel part of their community.
The responses to the question regarding
which residents are most in need of support
from BLLC identified people who experience
financial difficulties particularly people who are
unemployed and single parents.
One volunteer who is proactive in the
community expressed concerns about “the new
poor” as she referred to people in the 40-60
year bracket who “fall through the cracks because
they don’t know where to get resources and no one
looks after them.”
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Part Three
Findings from Community Consultations
Youth Group
The initial plan to engage with the youth group at
BLLC included activities to be held as part of the
usual weekly gatherings (Appendix 5).

Some of the volunteers and regular class visitors
said that it feels like the place is in transition
and the program is “hodge podge and is always
changing.”

The Project Worker and Youth Worker
collaborated to plan activities designed
specifically to match their interests and
particular interactions that have attracted some
young people to the centre for 5 years and more
e.g. art projects and food and nutrition events.
The Youth Worker had a key role to endorse trust
in the engagement process and to collate the
feedback from individual youths.

The suggestions to find additional volunteers
was raised as this will create “more energy to
get it off the ground.”

In July the BLLC was closed again due to COVID
restrictions and the Youth Group were unable
to meet. The Youth Worker continued to have
contact with some participants providing food
and art parcels to their doorstep.

“Would like easier access to know when things are
on or about to happen -flyers in local letter box’s as
well as communicating online and what service the
centre provides.”

A Youth Questionnaire was developed and
distributed with these parcels. Responses from
3 young people were returned and summarized
in an email to the Project Worker (Appendix 4).

2 people who were interviewed commented at
length about the need for BLLC to seek more
funding and to realise the “awesome potential”
they see to develop activities with the right
resources.
One person emphasised the importance for
BLLC to write successful tenders and proposals
as she thought this was critical to move the
centre in the future direction. This person felt
an upgrade was needed as “the environment is
austere and utilitarian.”
“Need to lift the profile – looks derelict. Needs a
face lift so it doesn’t look like a prison – a lot of
people here have been in prison.”
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In summary the Youth response was mainly that
the food is good and it is an important way to
socialise. The physical appearance and BLLC
name were not important feedback issues for
them to consider.

“I like meeting new people.”
“I love going there.”
The Youth Worker also collaborated with one
individual from the Youth Group to write her
story to be included as a Participant Profile for
the Community Engagement Project.
Unfortunately the Youth Participant Profile was
not completed as the Youth Worker moved to
another job in October.
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Part Three
Findings from Community Consultations
Community Benefits
The opportunities for socialisation offered by
BLLC are the most noted benefits conveyed
during the community engagement project.
The reasons were very personal accounts
of support and simple ways that people
are encouraged to feel connected to the
community.
People who lack confidence and find it hard to
socialise commented that they feel good when
they are greeted with a smile and made to feel
welcome whenever they visit the centre.
9 responses said it was good to have a place to
come for a cuppa.
At least 5 local people identified that social
participation is also a major part of restoring
mental health and well-being.

Other comments indicate people need a place
to relax and feel good and some participants
revealed BLLC is the only place they go to
outside their home.
There are a number of regular volunteers who
have a strong presence at BLLC and they spoke
about the positive energy exchange and benefits
for the whole community.
The opportunity to volunteer on a regular
basis has been therapeutic for one particular
individual who has lived with constant pain for
many years.

“I could sit in pain at home
but better to go and help out–
takes it off my mind
when I’m there.”

People who have participated in the project
via phone conversations during the COVID19
restrictions revealed they have previously
managed anxiety and lack of motivation by
frequently visiting the BLLC.
The centre provides a welcoming environment
for individuals who are greeted with a smile and
can talk with people who understand their need
for “a place just to sit with a cuppa and be yourself.”
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Part Four
Next Steps
Change the BLLC Name
The results from 52 responses indicated there
were 21 votes (40%) in favour of changing the
BLLC name.

Some of the comments included:
•

“The learning bit puts people off as users have
had bad experiences of learning at school.”

•

“The name is hard to remember.”

•

“It’s a shame Whittington was taken out.”

•

“We are Whittington - not the Bellarine.”

People gave the following suggestions for a new
name:
The suggestion to change the name was not an
immediate reaction for most of the people who
were consulted.
More direct prompting was used in the phone
and face-to-face discussions.

•

Whittington Community Hub/ Centre

•

Whittington Wonderland

•

Whittington Ways

•

Welcoming Whittington

The breakdown of responses is as follows:
•

Survey Monkey - 4 out of 16 (25%) want
the name changed - 3 responses were not
decisive either way;

•

BLLC Members List - 6 out of 18 (33%) want
the name changed;

•

General Community Interviews – 11 out of 18
(61%) want the name changed.
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“There is a good vibe and
that’s the branding they need!”
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Part Four
Next Steps
Suggested New Activities
The Community Engagement Project provided
opportunity for the community to make
suggestions for new activities and services for
BLLC to consider as they plan for the future.
The following list includes suggestions from the
community to introduce new activities:
•

Exercise – Zumba, dance classes

•

Food and nutrition activities

•

BBQ events with local football club

•

Computer

•

Job readiness courses

•

Youth space – Xbox and Wi fi activities

•

UFO’s – unfinished objects

•

Market days

•

Movie club discussion group

•

How to make ends meet- making pocket
money, household savings

•

Traffic course

•

“Fix it” shed

•

Car maintenance

•

Knowing road rules

•

Provide small activities that get you in the
door and you are more likely to return.
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The feedback from the engagement process
indicates that there is a significant need for BLLC
to build on the supports and programs that have
drawn people to the centre over the past years.
A focus on building positive self-esteem and
confidence will encourage people to be more
outgoing and participate in their community,
thus reducing the social isolation that came up
in many discussions.
Examples include pamper days for mothers and
daughters or a pop-up barber for fathers and
young men.
These gatherings could include sharing food and
having some laughs and can be tailored for age
groups to expand into a regular social calendar.
BLLC aims to work with a developmental
approach and a way forward is to build on some
of the suggestions that came out during this
project.
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Part Four
Next Steps
The activities that will attract more people
would have a focus on social gatherings and
learning practical skills that reflect the lifestyle
and interests of people who live on a very low
income.
The opportunity to finish making an item that
seemed to hard may interest people who
don’t have like-minded friends or mentors to
help in their local area. e.g. recycled clothing,
woodwork, furniture restoration.
Other aspects that draw people to the centre
are opportunities to volunteer and ways to give
back to community.

The suggestion to partner with other local
agencies may help to boost the volunteer
numbers and encourage residents who have
previously felt no connection with the BLLC
networks. e.g. BBQ with the local football club,
casual cuppa morning with Men’s Shed.
BLLC has supported people on their path to
employment by providing opportunities and a
welcoming environment for people to try a new
activity, volunteer role or work experience and
this will remain vital as the community grapples
with the aftermath of COVID19.

Many local residents want Whittington to be
known as a resilient, creative and proactive
community and 2021 can be a time to regroup
and conjure a sense of belonging.
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Recommendations
The feedback from the engagement process
indicates that there is a significant need for
BLLC to build on the supports and programs
that have drawn people to the centre over the
past years.
The project heard the community voice say that
BLLC needs a stronger identity and profile.
A change to the name will be one obvious
strategy that will give the Whittington residents
better ownership of the centre and signal
changes about the organisations intention
to develop local responses for needs in the
community.

“Need more defined branding –
radio adverts are free so
if activities are regular
people will come.”
The community stakeholders emphasised
the need for more resources to encourage a
greater number of local people to access the
organisation.
The BLLC team were consulted about their
vision to develop the program to be more
inclusive of people of all ages and cultural
background.

One person with a disability spoke about his
contribution as a volunteer and the informal
supports that have assisted him to be included
in other local community pursuits.
The National Disability Insurance Scheme has
provided funding for individuals to connect
with a variety of services that work with more
contemporary approaches.
It may be timely to seek funding for a specific
worker to lift the BLLC profile as a service
provider with a focus on inclusive practices that
build capacity for social and economic growth in
disadvantaged communities.
BLLC has encouraged more involvement from
the youth sector to break down the strong
perception amongst other participants that they
are noisy and messy.
The approach of bringing in local young people
to work together with older participants has
already changed this attitude amongst some
people who have been regular visitors for the
past 20 years.
Another strategy would be to seek philanthropic
support for pilot programs and/or scholarships
for members of the Youth group to join with
mentors making music/videos or to participate
in boot camps funded through local Council
and Arts Victoria Grants. This could be another
means to raise the BLLC profile.

Plans to build on the diversity to meet the
changing demographic have been considered
and are a slow work in progress.
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Recommendations
“Higher profile creates less stigma
and people will be better off
and so more glad to be there.”

The BLLC Management Committee has
embraced the recommendation for ongoing
community engagement activities.

The current BLLC Management Committee and
Management Team are aware of the need to
boost the volunteer participation.

Another recommendation would be to hold
further focus groups where community
members can be given questions beforehand.
This could prompt them ton think of ideas rather
than giving random responses as happened
during the school gate consultations for this
project.

The need to recruit volunteers who are a good
match for the type of activities and culture of the
organisation was mentioned in the stakeholder
consultations.

Having a well-known community person to talk
about the purpose of community engagement
amongst other parents enhanced the
engagement process in Whittington.

A skills audit may be a way to start looking at
volunteers who have strong commitment to
making the changes and to identify the type of
attributes needed to build a more diverse pool
of members and volunteers.

This volunteer provided information by email
and phone calls to encourage local residents to
speak openly about their experience with BLLC,
whether they were familiar with the organisation
or knew little about it.

15
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Summary
The project was conducted over the months
when COVID19 was a major threat to the
wellbeing of Victorians in 2020.
In the Whittington community particularly,
people struggled to stay safe as individuals and
provide for their family in order to survive the
pandemic on their doorstep.
Unfortunately, many people contacted were not
in a good space to be thinking creatively about
leisure and educational/self -development
pursuits which challenge this population at the
best of times.
Despite the need to cancel many planned
activities due to COVID19, the Community
Engagement Project has gathered anecdotal
data relevant for future funding proposals and
strategic planning. In total the Project gathered
feedback from 52 community members and 8
stakeholders from Government and community
organisations.
One conclusion is that females are more highly
represented in these community engagement
strategies that were able to take place during
the COVID19 restrictions.
The Project Worker made contact with the local
football association and although they were
keen at the initial meeting to promote the online
survey there was no obvious feedback from that
group.
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During the stakeholder conversations there
was strong willingness for sport and recreation
groups to collaborate with BLLC and hold events
that would raise the profile and membership of
local organisations working for gender balance.
The quotes included in this report came directly
from people who contributed to the surveys and
are intended to reflect the general opinions of
local residents.
The overall opinion of local residents is that
they value the centre as it provides supports
and helps people connect with each other in
positive ways.

“Made me feel welcome and
proud to be 3219 community.”
The impacts of COVID19 has raised concerns
about social isolation particularly in this
community and was evidenced by the drop in
numbers at the foodbank when the centre reopened in September.
The community needs to re-engage and people
will need to be reintroduced to the centre and
each other.
In the coming months post COVID19 there
will be opportunities for a revitalized BLLC
to collaborate with other local agencies and
facilitate changes that can generate social
capital in Whittington and the surrounding
suburbs.
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Appendix 1
List of Stakeholders Consultations

Name

Group

Position

Jan Daniels

Encompass Services

Coordinator

Tania Dudas

City of Greater Geelong

Youth Development Officer

Dori Ellington

Whittington Primary School

Community Engagement
Officer

Carolyn Lytzki

Foundation 61

Coordinator

Janelle O’Brien

Whittington Childcare and Kindergarten

Director

Craig Smith

Whittington Primary School

Principal

Renee Williams

Barwon Area | West Division
Department of Health and Human
Services

Population Health and
Community Wellbeing
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Appendix 2
Questions for Community Participants
Age:
• 10 – 20 Years
• 20 - 40 Years
• 40 – 60 Years
• Over 60 years
Male/Female
Family background
Number of children
What do you know about Bellarine Living and Learning Centre (BLLC)?
Do you go to BLLC?
If no, can you say why you don’t you go there?
Is there anything you would like to do there?
If yes, how long have you been going there?
How did you find out about BLLC?
What do you do there?
How have the people at BLLC helped you?
Are there other things that you would like to do at BLLC?
Do you know other people that BLLC could help?
Have you made friends with other people who go there?
Is there anything at BLLC that you would like to change?
Is there anything else you would like to say about BLLC?
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Appendix 3
BLLC Community Engagement Project status at July 2020

Volunteers

Committee

Caroline

Anita

Tania

Leonie

Karen

Status

1

Stakeholder
Consultations continue

2

Develop Questionnaire
and Flyers

• Home office
• Cherie Loncar Graphics
• BLLC Printing

On track

3

Recruit Volunteers to
assist surveys

• BLLC Phone
• BLLC Office

On track

4

Child Care &BLLC
Surveys|
Consult BLLC Workers

• BLLC
• $100 ALDI

5

Coffee Cart Survey

6

Newcomb Mall/Library
Surveys

7

Phone Surveys

• BLLC Phone
• BLLC Office

On track

8

School Surveys

• WPS
• St Kevin’s
• Classrooms/Zoom/Online

COVID delay

9

Youth Group

• Funds for Pizza

COVID delay

10

BLLC Lunch

• $ for lunch
• BLLC Hall Kitchen

COVID delay

11

Sports Clubs
Foundation 61

12

Encompass

• $morning tea and BBQ at
Encompass

COVID delay

13

Men’s Shed

• $ Morning tea

Delayed

14

Church Groups

15

Write Report

• Home office

On track

16

Deliver Report

• BLLC Meeting Room

On track

19

• Consult BLLC Committee

Jen

Resource
Rose

Activity

Melissa

Responsible Person

• BLLC $
• BLLC Car Park
• Survey materials

• Foundation 61 workers

On track

COVID delay
On track
COVID delay

On track

Delayed
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Appendix 3 continued
BLLC Community Engagement Project status at July 2020
Work in Progress

Activity

Jul

1

Stakeholder
Consultations continue

2

Develop Questionnaire
and Flyers

Aug

Develop:
• Survey Monkey

• Distribute
Flyers

• Flyers

• Survey Monkey
Live

• ALDI Voucher

Sep

Oct

Training
volunteers.
Surveys live

3

Recruit Volunteers to
assist surveys

4

Child Care &BLLC
Surveys|
Consult BLLC Workers

Surveys live Paper/Phone/Survey Monkey

5

Coffee Cart Survey

TBA Karen

6

Newcomb Mall/Library
Surveys

7

Phone Surveys

Members list
protocols

8

School Surveys

Invite schools for
surveys

9

Youth Group

TBA

10

BLLC Lunch

TBA

11

Sports Clubs
Foundation 61

Meet Newcomb
Footy Reps

12

Encompass

Meeting

13

Men’s Shed

Invite

14

Church Groups

Invite

Phone/
online

15

Write Report

Collate data

Write Report

16

Deliver Report

20

Invite Volunteers

Centre /library
liaison

Nov

4 August
6 August

Newcomb Footy
Club Online
Survey

TBA
WPS
St Kevin’s

Zoom/
Phone/
Online Survey
BBQ
Morning tea

Collate data

TBA
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Appendix 4
Youth Group Responses

Question

Responses

How long have you been going there?

•
•
•

4-5 months
1 year
5 years

What do you do there?

•
•
•

play basketball and eat food
eat food, listen to music and play basketball
cooking, art, handing out with friends

•
•
•

friends you can make and the food
food
seeing everyone after school time to just
chill

Are there other things that you would like to do
at BLLC?

•
•
•

I don’t know
play games
no

What are 2 things you would like to change?
e.g. The BLLC name, the building

•
•
•

nothing
nothing
nothing or time

Is there anything else you would like to say
about BLLC?

•
•
•

I like meeting new people
I love going there
no

What is the best thing about BLLC?
e.g. Food, fun with other kids, workers
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Appendix 5
Participant Profile 1
Saraya is a single parent who lives in Whittington
with her 2 children.
Saraya grew up in Geelong but had lived and
worked as a chef in numerous places including
Queensland.
Saraya has a memory disorder and has difficulty
keeping jobs in the hospitality industry. Saraya
has a 9-year-old daughter, Annaliese, and a son,
Joshua, who is 12 and lives with autism.
Until recently Saraya and her husband have
shared parenting arrangements and the children
live alternate weeks with their father.
Life changed very drastically for Saraya when
she separated from her husband 2 years ago.
Saraya found herself in dire financial
circumstances and could not afford the deposit
and rent for alternative accommodation.
She and the 2 children spent nights sleeping in
her car until they were allocated public housing
in Whittington.
Saraya has found the move to Whittington very
challenging.
In the first few months her home was burgled
and there have been negative interactions
between other families living nearby.

Saraya has some contact with her brother but
he refuses to visit her in Whittington.
During the recent COVID19 lockdown, her exhusband started working again and Saraya had
to care for the children most of the time and do
all the home schooling.
Joshua did not cope without regular school
routines and started using aggressive behaviour
as a result of being inside for so many hours of
the day especially the rainy, cold weather.
Saraya has made friends with one neighbour
who has a daughter similar age and the two
families enjoy spending time at each other’s
homes. These visits had to stop during the
recent COVID restrictions.
Saraya has relied on the BLLC Foodbank to
support her family. She was not able to get to
the food bank in Geelong city when Bellarine
Living and Learning Centre was closed.
Without this support her family situation was
exacerbated and she became very anxious.
Saraya is very isolated but is hoping that she can
begin volunteering with the BLLC Food Security
Program.
At the beginning of 2020 she was planning to
participate in the job ready courses at BLLC as
she has gained confidence from contact with
workers at the centre.

Saraya says she did not know other neighbours
would be angry when there was trouble in the
street and she needed to call the police.
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Appendix 6
Participant Flyer

What’s going on at

Bellarine Living and Learning Centre?

We want you to tell us

Tell us what you’d like to see...
at BLLC!
Are there activities you like or courses you want to do?
What do people in Whittington need from BLLC?

Are there activities you like or courses you want to do?
What do people in Whittington need from BLLC?

Be part of the change
YOU want!
Go in the draw to win
one of two

$50 ALDI
VOUCHERS

Enjoy a

FREE COFFEE

while you
talk to us at
the school gates

We would really like to
hear from YOU!
Talk to us at the
Bellarine Living and
Learning Centre
Complete our
Online Survey

Go in the draw to win
one of two

$50 ALDI
VOUCHERS

Enjoy a

FREE COFFEE

while you
talk to us at
the school gates

Fill out our survey
at BLLC Food Bank
or Whittington Child
and Family Centre

or call Rose on
0401 082 420
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See us at
Newcomb Central
Shopping Centre

Fill out
our survey
available at
Food Bank
or online

or call Rose on
0401 082 420
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